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August, 2016

Dear All,
Welcome to the 32nd edition of the Open Nepal newsletter! This issue presents the efforts of
the Earthquake Response Transparency Portal to document all funds pledged and spent on the
Nepal earthquake and some key questions raised in the media about the information demand
regarding earthquake funds. It also brings to you the news about DataShift project in Nepal
aimed towards building the capacity of local organisations to collect and use citizengenerated
data (CDG).
Look out for more frequent updates on the latest news, stories and happenings about the open
development community in Nepal on our Twitter and Facebook below.

Facebook

Twitter
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From the Open Nepal blog…
Key Questions Raised About Data on Nepal’s Earthquake Aid Flows
To better understand the demand for transparency around earthquake aid flows, we have
regularly documented information demands expressed both publically and privately throughout the
development of the Earthquake Portal. In this blog we share some key concerns raised in media
coverage of Nepal’s earthquake to demonstrate the kind of information demand that has been
publically expressed. Read more…

http://us7.campaignarchive2.com/?u=b09988889155dafcf69e9814d&id=ded47de6d0
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capture data on funding, it is impossible to

Participation through its DataShift initiative is
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Kenya and Tanzania, that will look into
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collect and use Citizengenerated data (CDG).

an online portal, earthquake.opennepal.net,

Online CGD trainings are due to kick off in

with the objective of supporting transparency

September, these will be followed by an in

and accountability of earthquake relief funds.

depth, inperson workshop that aims to

The Earthquake Portal has recorded over

develop the skills of local organisations to

2,100 of these transactions. Learn more!

collect, manage, analyse and use CDG in
advocacy campaigns, making local citizens
better equipped to monitor progress of the
SDGs. Learn more!

Announcements...
GFDRR Challenge Fund
GFDRR and the UK Department for International Development (DFID) recently
announced a second call of the Challenge Fund. It pilots new and innovative approaches to
strengthen disaster and climate risk decisionmaking and overcome challenges to availability and
accessibility of risk information in developing countries. The deadline for the grant application is 15
September, 2016. Learn more!
Accountability Incubator
Accountability Lab is looking for a next cohort of "Accountapreneurs", young leaders with
innovative ideas for strengthening anticorruption, accountability and integrity in your communities.
Applications are due on October 15th, 2016. Learn more!
Integrity Club Manual in NEPALI
http://us7.campaignarchive2.com/?u=b09988889155dafcf69e9814d&id=ded47de6d0
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Nepali. This manual outline aims at developing Young Integrity Builders, by equipping them with
skills and knowledge needed to be able to monitor projects and services in their communities
using Integrity Action‟s Community Integrity Building (CIB) approach.

Events…

Check out our new data sets!
Open Nepal Data Portal currently houses 210 datasets on various thematic topics which are
sourced from the online publications of Nepali government agencies and multilaterals, and
published in open format that allows reuse and redistribution of these datasets. The new
datasets are related to the recent Nepal Earthquake. These data in open format can be
downloaded to use, reuse, and redistribute. Watch this space to get updates on new releases!

http://us7.campaignarchive2.com/?u=b09988889155dafcf69e9814d&id=ded47de6d0
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We would love to hear updates from you about any of the following:
Examples of past and future potential (open) data use  How you have used data or
open data in your work? Do you have any planned accountabilityrelated projects that
could benefit from our help to increase the availability, accessibility and skills capacity to
use open data? Do you have an infographic that you would like to share?
Availability and accessibility of (open) data – What data would really help your work?
Are there any datasets that you would particularly like to see on the Open Data Portal? Do
you have data to share that we can help to make open?
Building the community – Please let us know of any news, case studies, resources or
upcoming events relevant to the open data / data revolution / access to information
agenda so that we can share them to build a community of knowledge, collaboration and
synergy around these issues.
We look forwards to hearing from you!
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Open Nepal is an initiative to promote more effective development through the increased use of data and information.
We aim to catalyze a revolution in data sharing and use – building an inclusive information system in Nepal,
supported by a dynamic community of stakeholders.
Contact us at info@opennepal.net
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